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Second crossover event for CBS's FBI series

FBI will host a global crossover with its two spin-off series, FBI: International and FBI: Most Wanted.

This is CBS's second crossover event for the three FBIs. The first, which aired September 21, 2021, was the beginning of FBI's fourth season, FBI: Most Wanted's third season, and the series premiere of FBI: International. It will be the first crossover since the addition of Dylan McDermott and Edwin Hodge to FBI: Most Wanted, and Eva-Jane Willis to FBI: International. The event is scheduled for Tuesday, April 4 on both CBS and Paramount+.
 
 Details on the high-stakes bicontinental case will be announced in the coming weeks.
 
 “As the FBIs continue to dominate on Tuesday nights, we are excited to reward our devoted fans with this special three-hour global crossover event that will bring these three heroic – and popular – teams together for a second time,” said Eric Kim, executive vice president of current programs for CBS Entertainment and CBS Studios. “Our April 4 crossover event will be a non-stop thrilling experience that will keep viewers engaged in ways that only Dick Wolf’s ‘FBI’ world can.”
 
 [image: FBI: Most Wanted]
 
 McDermott (pictured center) previously revealed that he would love to be part of a global crossover, especially if it brought him to Europe.
 
 “Oh yeah, that would be so cool! I know they did a crossover between all three shows before and people were watching it. They start at 8 p.m. and leave the TV on. I think it would be fun for Remy to show up on all three and have a storyline where he can go back and forth. I think the fans love that,” he said.
 
 The line-up for the evening is as follows:
 
 8 p.m.: FBI: International
 
 9 p.m.: FBI
 
 10 p.m.: FBI: Most Wanted
 
 Watch a special announcement from the cast below:
 
 3 TEAMS. 1 MISSION. 1 NIGHT. Join us for #TheFBIs Global Crossover Event — Tuesday, April 4th on #CBS and streaming on #ParamountPlus. ✈️ ? 
It’s going to be EPIC! pic.twitter.com/9WyfJXsZlD
— FBI (@FBICBS) January 31, 2023
 [image: Video on youtube]
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Latest news
[image: Premiere date, teaser, first-look photos and new cast members for Hotel Cocaine]
Premiere date, teaser, first-look photos and new cast members for Hotel Cocaine

MGM+ has released a teaser for the '70s crime thriller series Hotel Cocaine and revealed the remaining cast. In addition, first-look photos and the premiere date of the eight-episode series have been released.

Today, 14:02

[image: Masterpiece PBS unveils first-look photos of Wolf Hall: The Mirror and the Light]
Masterpiece PBS unveils first-look photos of Wolf Hall: The Mirror and the Light

Masterpiece PBS and the BBC have released first-look photos of Wolf Hall: The Mirror and the Light, an adaptation of the final novel in Hilary Mantel's award-winning trilogy.

Today, 13:02

[image: AMC unveils trailer and poster for the second season of Interview with the Vampire]
AMC unveils trailer and poster for the second season of Interview with the Vampire

Anne Rice's Interview with the Vampire will soon return for a second season on AMC.

Today, 12:02

[image: Louis Landau will play a regular role in Apple TV+'s Butterfly]
Louis Landau will play a regular role in Apple TV+'s Butterfly

Louis Landau has been cast in a series regular role in Prime Video's spy thriller Butterfly.

Today, 11:00

[image: Netflix shares first trailer for thriller series Bodkin]
Netflix shares first trailer for thriller series Bodkin

Netflix has released the first trailer for Bodkin, a brand new Irish thriller series.

Today, 10:02

[image: ABC series The Good Doctor will soon also be available on Netflix]
ABC series The Good Doctor will soon also be available on Netflix

Hospital series The Good Doctor, starring Freddie Highmore, can already be seen on various streaming services and Netflix will soon be added.

Today, 09:02
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